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**Description**

This feature is useful for documenting which crystal is used for microED or other task that is done outside leginon at the final step.

**Associated revisions**

Revision c7b43ba9 - 02/20/2019 11:51 PM - Anchi Cheng

refs #6773 use sessionname query and parent image id to link uploaded images with a leginon parent

**History**

#1 - 02/21/2019 12:04 AM - Anchi Cheng

Added two options

--session=Name allow user to give session name in uploadImages.py. If the name is an existing session, the uploads will be added to that session.

--parentid=INT is used to search and append a fake target to its targetlist.

#2 - 04/02/2019 09:51 PM - Anchi Cheng

- Status changed from New to Closed
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